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ecording neural electrodes represent the key elements in brainÀ machine interface and therapies for debilitating conditions such as paralysis. Long-term neural recordings are also much needed for a better understanding of neurodegenerative diseases, which currently affect more than 50 million people around the world, representing one of our most significant medical challenges. Several research groups demonstrated that reducing the size of implants to dimensions comparable to or smaller than those of neural cells's soma is essential for reducing inflammation around electrodes. Inflammatory reactions of the brain and subsequent glial encapsulation severely restricts the long-term functionalities of the electrodes. 1À3 Previous studies also highlighted the role of stiffness mismatch between the brain tissue and brain implants in activation of resident immune cells, 4, 5 which stimulated the development of electrodes based on soft polymers 6À8 and composites. 9 Miniaturization of the implants are expected to effectively reduce both acute/chronic trauma and improve their mechanical compliance with brain tissues. 9 As such, the implants with a diameter of ca. 10 μm have shown to substantially reduce glial encapsulation. 10 The smallest known implants capable of recording neuronal activity had diameters of ca. 8 μm, and their ability to record single neuronal spikes for 5 weeks was reported. 11 It is expected that the brain electrode implants necessary for detailed diagnostics and successful treatment of the diseases mentioned above will need to have several hundred individual electrodes assembled in arrays. High-density arrays of even the smallest recording electrodes used now can cause serious chronic tissue damage for long-term implantation, which translates to a requirement for further reduction of individual electrodes' dimensions. The goal of this study was to investigate the possibility of miniaturization of implantable recording electrodes to submicrometer dimensions while also minimizing cell damage. Here we show that the recording neural electrodes can be made from single Au nanowires (NWs) with diameters of ∼100 nm based on our recent synthetic findings.
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Despite their very small diameter, the near perfect crystallinity of the Au NWs enables them to maintain high mechanical strength and high electrical conductivity, which are highly desirable properties for recording implants. 13, 14 Among the development of other approaches based on new materials, 8 successful implantation and recording of neural signals with these NWs would indicate that they represent a new milestone in miniaturization of brain implants; implantable devices of this size can greatly reduce the insertion trauma, improve mechanical compliance with brain tissue, and minimize the mechanoactivation of the resident immune cells. 4 High biocompatibility of gold and its long-term use as various implants also bode well for their use as neural implants. We manufactured, implanted, and tested neural electrodes made from single-crystalline Au NWs and demonstrated their ablility to record single neuronal spike trains in the brain, which validated the concept of functional recording electrodes with subcellular dimensions. The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of these recordings were substantially higher than those of conventional tungsten electrodes. This enabled us to detect variations in neural activity. Moreover, we were able to accomplish such measurements in a freely moving mouse and investigate mouse brain response depending on the social situation. In addition, pairs of Au NW electrodes implanted in the mouse brains were able to locate an epileptic seizure center with high spatial resolution.
Au NWs were vertically grown on a c-cut sapphire substrate by the vapor transport method. 12 They are defect-free single crystals ( Figure S1 , Supporting Information) with (111) surfaces on the sides and have diameters in the range 30À150 nm and lengths up to ∼100 μm (Figure 1a ,b). We attached single Au NWs onto sharply etched tungsten tips using a conductive adhesive and a nanomanipulator ( Figure 1c and Figure S2 , Supporting Information). The tungsten part of the electrode was then insulated by dipping it into a nail varnish solution. 15 Importantly, the Au NWs display atomically smooth surfaces and a chiselshaped tip (Figure 1b) , which are significant advantages for implantation; the NWs penetrate into brain tissue with minimum compression damage and tearing of tissue. 16 The tungsten part of the NW electrode follows the path made by the Au NW and imparts significantly less acute damage than a tungsten tip without the Au NW during the implantation of an electrode. A cyclic voltammogram (CV) obtained from one NW electrode confirms its single-crystalline nature 17À19 (Figure 2 ), while the sigmoidal shape of the steadystate CV indicates that mass transport toward the electrode surfaces occurs via fast convergent diffusion, as is predicted for nanoscale electrodes (Figure 2 ).
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All electrochemical measurements were performed by using a potentiostat with a home-built threeelectrode cell under optical microscope ( Figure S3) . A CV obtained in a 50 mM H 2 SO 4 solution revealed sharp peaks at 0.89 and 0.40 V (Figure 2a) , associated with oxidation and reduction of a Au(111) surface. 17 No peaks related to the electrochemical reactions of tungsten were found, indicating that the tungsten part was completely insulated. We also measured the underpotential deposition (UPD) of copper (Cu) on a Au NW electrode as additional proof of its crystallinity (Figure 2b ). The sharp reduction and oxidation CV peaks at À0.16 V represent the deposition and dissolution of a Cu monolayer on Au(111) surfaces of a Au NW electrode. These well-defined Cu UPD peaks confirm that our Au NW electrode is single-crystalline with Information), which is slightly smaller than the bulk resistivity of a perfect gold lattice of 2.21 Â 10 À8 Ωm.
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The average impedance of seven Au NW electrodes measured at a biologically relevant frequency of 1 kHz was 5.6 MΩ ( Figure S4c , Supporting Information). While the surface area of the as-prepared Au NW electrodes was 10 times smaller than that of microscale tungsten electrodes used in control experiments ( Figure S5 ), the impedance of the former was only 3 times higher than that of the latter. We attribute this to the high electric conductivity of Au NWs. 14 Finally, Au NWs show excellent flexibility, as illustrated in Figure 1e , where a Au NW is bent into a U-shape and then completely recovered. Furthermore, they show a high yield strength of 1.54 GPa, 10 times the value of bulk gold. 13 Such unique mechanical characteristics originate from their defect-free single-crystalline nature. 23 This mechanical characteristic would help a Au NW to be flexibly inserted into the neural tissue and keep its linear geometry in the tissue. We observed that a Au NW electrode was easily inserted into transparent agarose gel, the mechanical behavior of which is similar to that of a neural tissue and maintained its straight form in the gel ( Figure S6a ,b, Movie S1, Movie S2, Supporting Information). In addition, we found that a Au NW can also pierce a single neuron in a brain slice ( Figure S6c ,d, Supporting Information).
The possibility of insertion of single NWs into the brain similar to other implantable electrodes can also be established from the calculations of their compliance with the brain tissue using the nanoscale mechanics analysis developed for composite electrodes in a previous publication. 9 As the electrodes are getting even smaller, it will be essential to establish a theoretical toolbox enabling one to evaluate the ability of the electrode to penetrate brain tissue prior to the experiment. It can be done considering the critical buckling pressure of the electrodes, P crit . When the electrode is considered as a nanoscale beam, P crit needs to be greater than the rupture strength of the brain tissue, P brain (about 3 kPa), so that the electrode can be inserted into the tissue. For Au NW electrodes having a cross-sectional square of 100 nm side length and 100 μm in length, P crit is calculated to be 16 kPa. 9 This is much greater than P brain = 3 kPa and is therefore sufficient for successful insertion. These calculations also indicate that from the perspective of mechanics and implantation by insertion the diameter of the electrode can be further reduced if electrical properties of the electrode and its interface with cells make registration of neural signals possible. So, the sum of unique material properties of Au NWs makes their utilization as implantable electrodes possible. We measured the neural signals in the brain of a freely moving mouse using two Au NW electrodes implanted 1 mm apart in the hippocampus CA1 region of a mouse brain (Figure 3a) . Neural signals were recorded in 60 s intervals for the duration of 7 days subsequent to the surgery (Figure 3b,c) . For comparison, we also recorded neural signals using two tungsten electrodes without Au NW tips, implanted following an identical protocol and pair arrangement. Figure S5 
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A characteristic train of neural spikes was observed for the Au NW electrodes (Figure 3b,d , Figure S7 ) and was barely visible for the two tungsten electrodes (Figure 3c ,e, Figure S8 ), although both electrodes displayed similar baseline oscillation. Distinct neural spikes, observed in less than 1 h after the surgery, which was indicative of minimal neural damage around the Au NW. The spikes maintained a high S/N ratio for the entire period of the experiment (7 days), which was limited only by current animal care protocols. We noticed the neural signals measured from two Au NW electrodes simultaneously implanted in the mouse brain as described above were different and investigated their interdependence by cross-correlation analysis and in comparison with tungsten electrodes (Figure 3fÀh ). Averaged first-peak values of the neural signals from Au NW (n = 6) and tungsten (n = 8) electrodes were 0.28 and 0.88, respectively (Figure 3h ). There was a significant difference in correlation values of the two electrodes (p < 0.05). This result confirmed the expectations that Au NW electrodes could provide higher spatial resolution than the tungsten microscale implants.
These in vivo observations and high-quality recordings of local neural activity were conducive to the possibility of detailed mapping of brain activity needed for fundamental studies of brain functions, diagnostics of many diseases, and brainÀmachine interface. 24 Therefore, we decided to record brain neural signals under different conditions for mice. One set of conditions modeled social interaction, and another set of conditions was a simulated disease state.
In the first series of experiments, we exposed a mouse with Au NW implants to a situation when an unfamiliar mouse intruded into its space. Figure 4a shows neural signals recorded from a mouse moving alone, and Figure 4b contrasts the previous data with signals observed after the intrusion of another animal. 
We observed that the spike signals were remarkably enhanced after the intrusion, signifying a higher level of emotion or attention to the intruder and the correlated enhancement of brain activity. The corresponding higher power spectrum also displayed neural signals with greater intensity related to the excited status of a mouse (Figure 4c,d, upper) . With the tungsten electrodes, the neural signals and corresponding higher power spectrum showed only subtle change after the intrusion (Figure 4c,  d, bottom) . Figures S9 and S10 show the alteration of total power intensity of neural signals during experiments and each trace of signals from both before and after social interaction with Au NW or tungsten electrodes.
In the second series of experiments, we replicated a case of epilepsy, one of the most common neurological diseases. It is characterized by seizure episodes, neurodegeneration, inflammation in the brain 25, 26 , and is associated with greatly enhanced neural activity. 27 For the treatment of epilepsy, it is important to locate accurately a seizure focus that generates the epileptic spikes. 28 We implanted three Au NW electrodes separated by 1 mm from each other in the hippocampus CA1 region of a mouse brain and recorded the neural signals after injection of pilocarpine, a muscarinic acetylcholine receptor agonist frequently used as a seizure-inducing agent (Figure 5a ). 29 The recordings were also performed using tungsten electrodes for comparison (Figure 5b) . A signal from one Au NW electrode (the middle trace in Figure 5a ) showed distinct early spike activities with higher amplitudes than signals from other Au NW electrodes, suggesting that it would be feasible to accurately locate a seizure focus with high spatial resolution using the Au NW electrodes, while it was nearly impossible with three larger tungsten electrodes. Figure S11 shows each trace from both Au NW and tungsten electrodes after pilocarpine injection and their cross-correlation among neural signals to compare spatial resolution. The improved S/N ratio of acute neural signals obtained from the Au NW electrode is mainly attributed to minimized neural tissue damage around the electrode and size reduction of the recording site, limiting interference from the electrical activity of neighboring cells, temporal effects, and background potential. 30 To employ Au NW electrodes in chronic neural recording, it would be necessary to implement further studies such as the investigation of micromotion of a Au NW electrode within the brain and the subsequent tissue damage.
We found that single-crystalline Au NW electrodes with diameters as small as 100 nm were capable of reproducibly recording single-neuron activity. This capability of electrodes that are ca. 50 times smaller in diameter than previous implants is attributed to the special mechanical and electrical properties of singlecrystal Au NWs. The subcellular dimension of the implants makes minimization of acute local trauma to brain tissue and high S/N ratio of recordings possible. The importance of such probes can be demonstrated by the acquired capabilities to distinguish the differences in neural activity depending on the actual real-time social situations and by registration and accurate spatial location of a seizure focus after the onset of an induced epileptic seizure, which will provide a pivotal point in the study and diagnostics of diseases. The submicrometer diameter of our electrodes makes recording neural activity with enhanced spatial precision better than fMRI 24 potentially possible, while mitigating the invasive nature of the implants. We anticipate that Au NW-based implants can be employed for diverse biological/medical/chemical studies based on local electrochemical processes 31 as well as for subsequent microfabrication in arrays. Further histological studies aimed at comparative tissue reactions to the implants and long-term recordings exceeding 12À24 months will be necessary for providing insight into their full clinical and research potential. In turn, this understanding will lead to greater use of the technology and possible new research breakthroughs.
METHODS
Fabrication of Au NW Electrodes. A conducting adhesive-coated tungsten tip mounted on a nanomanipulator approached a single Au NW on a sapphire substrate ( Figure S2a ) and picked it up by gentle manipulation (Figure S2b) . The Au NW-attached tungsten tip was then insulated with nail varnish (Figure S2c ). For the complete insulation, a middle area of the tungsten tip was immersed in nail varnish solution, moved back and forth several times, and dried in an ambient environment.
Animals. Young male C57BL/6 mice (22À25 g) were used for experiments. Mice were housed with a 12 h light/dark cycle and In Vivo Neural Signal Measurements. In vivo neural signals were recorded as described previously. 29, 32 Animals were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of 1% ketamine (30 mg/kg) and xylazine hydrochloride (4 mg/kg), and the surgery was performed using a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments). To obtain neural signals of mice, two Au NW (or two tungsten) electrodes were positioned in the right hemisphere at AP À1.8, L 1.8, and DV 1.5 mm and AP À1.8, L 0.8, and DV 1.4 mm (hippocampal CA1 regions) from the bregma with grounding over the cerebellum. In the experiment with pilocarpine, a third electrode was positioned in the right hemisphere at AP À2.5, L 2.0, and DV 1.4 mm. Pilocarpine (330 mg/kg, intraperitoneal injection)-induced status epilepticus mice were also prepared by a previously reported method. 29 All electric activities were recorded after being amplified (1200Â), bandpass-filtered from 0.1 to 70 Hz, and digitized at a 400 Hz sampling rate (AS 40) by using a digital electroencephalography system (Comet XL, Astro-Med, Inc., Warwick, RI, USA). To obtain colored power spectra, electroencephalography signals were filtered from 1 to 70 Hz. Colored power spectra were calculated and drawn with Fourier transformation of 2 s window sizes using Matlab.
Social Interaction Experiment. A single mouse (mouse 1) in the recording chamber cage was allowed to roam freely for 30 min (habituation). A novel and unfamiliar juvenile mouse (mouse 2) was introduced to the recording chamber of mouse 1 and allowed to roam freely for 1 min (test session). Electrical signals from mouse 1 during the first 15 s of the social interaction were analyzed.
Electrochemical Measurements. All electrochemical measurements were performed using a potentiostat (CHI 660D, CH Instruments) with a home-built three-electrode cell under optical microscope monitoring ( Figure S3 ). To control the Au NW electrode precisely, we mounted the Au NW electrode on a three-dimensional piezoelectric stage (Sigma-Koki). A platinum wire and mercury/mercurous sulfate electrode (MSE, Hg/Hg 2 SO 4 ) were used as counter and reference electrodes, respectively.
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